Glen Miller Presents “The Nanotechnology Revolution”, a Video Conference Presentation through the Granite State Distance Learning Network (GSDLN)

On April 19, 2007 at precisely 1pm Glen Miller presented “The Nanotechnology Revolution”, a video conference presentation to over 284 teachers and middle and high school students through the Granite State Distance Learning Network (GSDLN). It was a new first—using the video conferencing ability of GSDLN to reach schools who had not participated in previous nanotechnology presentations. Most of the schools belong to the Network, but non-member schools with video conferencing capability can participate for a $50 connection fee.

For information about having nanotechnology presentations via video conferencing at your school, contact Sue Greenberg at susan.greenberg@unh.edu. For information on the GSDLN, contact George Fryburg at George.Fryburg@unh.edu